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Alumni Association Holds Annual Awards Banquet 
The MSM-UMR Alumni Association 
honored 17 individuals at the annual 
awards banquet last night held as part 
of the UMR homecoming activities. 
Honorees were presented plaques. 
They were selected for the awards by 
an anonymous committee of alumni. 
Awards were given in three 
categories - Alumni Merit Awards, 
Alumni Service Awards and Alumni 
Achievement Awards. 
Those receiving Alumni Merit 
Awards were: Bill L. Atchley, '57, 
professor of engineering mechanics 
and associate dean of the UMR School 
of Engineering as well as Governor 
Bond's science adviser and chairman of 
the State Energy Council, given in 
recognition of leadership and out-
standing service to the University; 
Robert F. Bruzewski, '47, associate 
professor in mining engineering and 
active in professional societies, given in 
recognition of exemplary competence n 
teaching and counseling; Glen 
Haddock, professor of mathematics 
and chairman mathematics depart-
ment as well as former head of the 
Council of Department Chairmen, 
given in recognition of leadership and 
outstanding services to the University; 
Kenneth G. Mayhan, '65, professor of 
chemical engineering and senior 
materials investigator Space Sciences 
Research Center (body implant 
materia l a specialty) , given in 
recognition of teaching and research; 
Sylvester J. Pagano, '46, professor of 
mathematics , given in recognition of 
exemplary competence in teaching and 
counseling; Thomas J. Welsh, 
president of Welsh Associates 
(managment consulting firm ), former 
president of Schick Safety Razor , 
Eversharp, Inc., and Paper Mate Co., 
and served as visiting professor of 
engineering management at UMR 1972-
73, given in recognition of exemplary 
competence in teaching and counseling, 
and Bobby G. Wixson, profssor of en-
vironmental health and director of 
intercampus, interdisciplinary "New 
Lead Belt" Environmental Project, 
given in recognition of teaching and 
research. 
Those receiving Alumni Service 
Awards were: Elmer W. Belew, '47, 
executive director of the Bi-State 
Development Agency, St. Louis, past 
president St. Louis chapter of Missouri 
Society of Professional Engineers and 
st. Louis Section of American Society of 
Civil Engineers and president elect of 
Engineers ' Club of St. Louis, given in 
recognition of outstanding service to 
the University and his community; 
William D. Busch, '42, district manager 
of Pettibone Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, 
and area representative for MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association, given in 
recognition of outstanding service to 
the University and the Alumni 
Association; Vernon T. McGhee, '42, 
director of systems planning for 
Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, 
Okla., and area representative for 
MSM-UMR Alumni Association, given 
in recognition of outstanding service to 
the Univeristy and the Alumni 
Association; Jack H. Thompson, '52, 
vice president-manufacturing, Bodine 
Aluminum Co ., St. Louis, and area 
representative working with UMR 
students , given in recognition of out-
standing service to the University and 
the Alumni Association, and Russell H. 
Weithop, '32, retired chief-planning and 
reports branch, Missouri River 
Division, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers , Omaha , Neb ., and 
representative for class of 1932, given in 
recognition of outstanding service to 
the University and the Alumni 
Association. 
Those receIving the Alumni 
Achievement Award were: Fred W. 
Finley, '41, partner in Finley 
Engineering Co. , (consulting 
engineers) Lamar, given in recognition 
of outstanding professional ac-
complishments; Hilbert F. Michel, '36, 
chief engineering division Ohio River 
Debbi Egerstrom Homecoming Queen 
Miss Debbie Egerstrom of Phi Kappa Theta is shown wearing her 
homecoming queen crown at the coronation. The stunning blonde is 
a graduate student in counseling at Mizzou. 
Photo by Blanc 
Miss Debbi Egerstrom , representing 
Phi Kappa Theta, was named 1973 
UMR Homecoming Queen during 
halftime of the UMR-Central Missouri 
State University game Saturday af-
ternoon. The inclemate weather caused 
the cancellation of coronation activities 
planned for the halftime show. The 
formal coronation was held Saturday at 
the Coronation Ball in Centennial Hall 
of the University Center. 
Debbie, a stunning blond, blue-eyed 
belle, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Paul Egerstrom of Raytown, Missouri. 
She is a graduate student in counseling 
and student personnel at the University 
of Missouri-Columbia. Miss Egerstrom 
is a member of Kappa Alpha Theta 
social sorority and she is avidly in-
terested in outdoor sports , especially 
water skiing, snow skiing, and hor-
seback riding. During the past two 
summers , Debbi has co-directed a 
youth recreation program and has 
studied at the University of Missouri-
Kansas City. Her escort was David Lee 
Rinas. 
"I was really surprised and very 
excited," exclaimed the pretty coed 
after the announcement of homecoming 
queen. 
First runner-up was Monica Hance, 
representing Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
Kathleen Warren of Alpha Phi Alpha 
was second runner-up. 
DiviSion, US. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, given in recognition of 
outstanding professional ac-
complishments; Frank E. Townsend, 
'11, retired chief chemist, National Zinc 
Co., Inc., of Bartlesville, Okla. , and still 
a practicing consultant, given in 
recognition of outstanding professional 
accomplishments, and Melvin P. 
Weigel, '23 (deceased) retired vice 
president of Alcan Aluminum, Ltd. , 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, given in 
recognition of outstanding professional 
accomplishments. The award will be 
accepted by Mr. Weigel's son, William 
Melvin Weigel. 
This fall , in addition to providing 
scholarships, the MSM-UMR Alumni 
Association is providing $5,000 for 
financial aid to University of Missouri-
Rolla students through an Educational 
Assistants program. Funding by the 
association has been increased from 
$2,000 provided last year for the pilot 
program. 
Faculty members were requested to 
submit proposals of projects of 
educational value to be performed by 
students under faculty supervision. The 
proposls were reviewed by the 
Association's Committee on Student 
Financial Aid and nine projects 
benefitting ten students were chosen. 
The projects, students and faculty 
involved are as follows: 
-Donald H. Bolin, 1301 Oak, Rolla, 
working under the supervision of Dr. 
Rober Clifford, will develop experiment 
kits for distribution to high school 
students and teachers. 
-Tim Collopy, 4718 Gatesbury, St. 
Louis, will work with Professor Ronald 
Rozell on development of un-
dergraduate mathematics teaching 
materials. 
-John D. Cummings, 2467 Her-
mitage Hill, Frontenac, with Dr. D. R. 
Askeland , will do undergraduate 
laboratory modification and equipment 
updating in the metals processing area. 
-Kirk Hayden, Route 1, Joplin, with 
Dr. Roger Ziemer, will install and 
check out recently contributed in-
structional equipment in electrical 
engineering. 
- Lindell R. Hurst , 2823 Angelo, 
Overland, will do a feasibility study on 
a possible new method of electrolyzing 
metals from aqueous solution at UMR's 
Materials Research Center under the 
guidance of Dr. Thomas J . O'Keefe. 
- Walter F. Lewis , 724 Fairview, 
Webster Groves , and John L. Wegman, 
1101 Winston Dr., Jefferson City, will 
work together under Professor Ralph 
Lee, assisting in the development of a 
new Computer Educational Services 
Laboratory. 
- David Scholnik, 1706 Elm, Rolla , 
will work with Dr. Chris Garbacz and 
Dr. AI Spreng on an analysis of the 
economic impact of coal gasification on 
the Missouri coal industry. 
- Douglas Wood, 8201 Fendale Dr. , 
Affton, wil continue work with Dr. 
Edward Hale on experimental physics 
investigation after outside funding of 
the work expires in Dec. 
-Carl Eyberg, Rolla, will be working 
directly with the MSM-UMR Alumni 
Association on a project to trace alumni 
whose addresses have been lost to the 
association. 
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F~ II Fash ion Show Sponsored by Hospitality Com-
m ltt~e of SUB On Nov. 2, Friday, at 8 p.m. In Cen-
tennia l Hall Theme : Camelot There will be also male 
mode ls and gag outfi ts, with a skit d ur ing in-
termission. 
In The Movies 
Bang the Drum Slowly 
PaI."amount.Pictures' "Bang the Drum Slowly," based on the 
ClaSSIC Amen.can novel by Mark Harris that explores human 
friendships usmg the backdrop of professional baseball, will open 
Wednesday at the Uptown Theatre. 
Michael Moriarty, Robert DeNiro and Vincent Gardenia star in 
the Rosenfield ~roduction from ANJA Films, which also includes 
t~e talents of Phil Foster, Ann Wedgeworth, Patrick McVey, Tom 
Ligon. Heather MacRae and Selma Diamond. 
They filmed in the ballparks and locker rooms of New York 's 
Shea and Yankee Stadiums, receiving valuable assistance from 
the New York .Yankees, the New York Mets, the Pittsburgh 
Pirates. t he Boston Red Sox the Cleveland Indians and the 
Philadelphia Phillies. ' 
Don't look in the Basement 
"Don't Look in the Basement" starts Wednesday at the Ritz." 
When nurse Charlotte Beaie comes to Greenpark Asylum S1le 
finds a strange group of inmates and a wild set of circumstances : 
the Doctor who had hired her has been killed in an accident by a 
patient with an axe, and a nurse has been strangled. She is told to 
remain by a Doctor Masters who appears to be in charge and 
briefed on the patients and their problems. ' 
As time passes more violent acts occur. One of the patients is 
found sprawled on the floor with blood ever~here and her' 
tongue cut out; a telephone reQairman is fo und slaughtered; 
drugs and patients records dissappear. 
It is obvious to Charlotte that 9ne or more of the patients have 
gone beserk. but she has no clue as to which ones are committing 
the atrocities and a fear that she may be next. 
All control over the patients vanish, Charlotte finds a note 
telling her to leave at once and to watch out for Dr. Masters. 
Frightened. but not able to contact the outside world, she sear-
ches for a way out. All the doors and windows have been barred. 
Almost hysterical one of the patients, Sam, comes to her aid and 
leads her to safety through a concealed door. She pleads with him 
to accompany her but he hears screams coming from the 
building. He returns inside only to find a scene of bloody slaughter 
with the patients attacking each other. When the carnage ends 
only Sam is left alive . He is alone .. . truly forgotten. 
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL 
~I4AllebAL r!~~ ~r:: 
fAIJI," 79¢ 
BARN BURGER get the 
2nd one for 
Good. thru Nov. J ~ price 
r~r;-~ ~~. ~merBrown$ -~~~~l~O~:~~O 
_ ~ 8.other~ F_ 




(The Originator of the Student Finance 
Plan in this Area) 
This plan allows the students upon a pproved credits 
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and 
payments. of $25.00 per month until you are on the job. 
ThiS plan IS not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold 
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduat ing students 
this way . See us for all the details. Also you can use 
your own insurance or ours . 
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY 
Th is allows the graduating s tudents to have a new car 
before he graduates when he really needs it. 
"This is a s pecial discount program for students . We 
will be glad to quote you a price on a ny Ford or 




As you know, Dr. Baker 
resigned as Chancellor of UMR 
last Thursday, October 18; he 
will , of course, remain with the 
Uni versity a s a Special 
Assistant to the President . 
Immediately upon his an-
nouncement, we took every 
effort to notify the campus of his 
decision , and to institute 
procedures for a Search and 
Screening Committee to begin 
work as soon as possible in 
seeking a replacement. Also , as 
Acting Chancellor., I am taking 
this early opportunity to inform 
you of my very strong feelings 
on two aspects of the campus 
operation : (1 ) the need · for 
delegation of responsibility and 
authority ; and (2) the need for 
clear, timely and effective 
communications. ~ 
In regard to the Jirst point, it . 
my : intent and -, purpose to . 
decen t;rali z.~ .' ~p-prppriate 
functio'ls pf. the-' campus 
operation to their respective 
levels of authority , respon-
s ibility I and a ccountability . 
Each level of administration 
has sufficient and responsible 
authority for necessary decision 
at that level ; one of my taks will 
be to aid in their accomplishing 
those decisions. 
In keeping with my second 
point, I will , upon invitation, 
meet with the Student Council 
and with other appropriate 
represntative student groups to 
discuss procedures for the 
identification and resolution of 
campus problems. I will accept 
suggestions or inquiries from 
individual students that relate 
to the campus as a whole and 
which lie outside a single school 
or college administrative 
structure. 
If we cooperate and utilize 
effectively our present 
academic and administrative 
structure , the Academic 
Council , and the various 
standing and special com-
mittees , I see no special 
problems in the on-going 
operation of the campus . As 
Acting Chacellor , I will support 
and aid you in your activities 
and decisions, but, again , the 
authority , responsibility , and 
accountability will reside in the 
appropriate level of operation. 
Acting Chanc Dudley Thompson 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1973 
Traffic Violations Grow 
Uni~nti'ied ' ~tudent ' carooms ' dangerously on 'r'Hr 
wh~els d~w'1 ""rro,W stude.nt.w.alkway. -. '. " 
On the spot Campus Po lice move swiftly to uphold law 
and order and arrest devious ly unresponsible student. 
RANCO, INC. 
B D7 R O LLA STREET 
R O LLA, MI SSOUR I 65401 
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Red, White and Blue (grass) as they appeared before an enthusiastic Miner 
Homecoming crowd last Saturday Night. The concert also featured John Hartford 
who followed the Red, White and Blue as the finale to the two part concert 
sponsored by the Student union Board. 
Photo by Stephen Chilton 
In St. louis 
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UMR Student Drowns 
The death of a UMR student 
Thursday evening during a life 
saving class at the Multi-
Purpose Building swimming 
pool has been officially declared 
to be caused by drowning. 
Phelps County Coroner Paul 
Null said Saturday that an 
autopsy found the lungs of 
James Spielm an, 19, of 
suburban St. Louis County , 
were saturated with water. His 
other vital organs were not 
affected , Null said, which led 
Phelps County Memorial 
Hospital staff pathologist Roy 
Nomura to conclude the death 
was due to drowing. 
Null said investigation into 
why the young man was not able 
to bring himself to the surface 
during the life saving exercise 
will be conducted. The 
pathologist will continue to 
study the possibility of con-
tributing factors to the 
drowning by using laboratory 
tests. 
Possible causes in the death 
mentioned by Null included 
cramps and nausea. 
Spielman was involved in an 
exercise in which the class of 
seven students were practicing 
removal of clothing in the 
water, Null said. He was 
wearing a heavy sweatshirt, 
which could have become en-
tangled around his head . 
The victim 's body was not 
noticed immediately , Null said , 
because all the class members 
were involved in the exercise. 
The bottom of the pool was 
littered with clothing and not 
until the young man 's face was 
seen among the clothes was the 
accident detected. 
A life guard was on duty 
during the class and the in-
structor was watching the 
exercise , Null said. 
A similar drowning occurred 
at UMR last year in which death 
was attributd to cramps and 
pneumonia. 
Rolla Night Next Week 
St. Louis area high school and 
college students, their teachers 
and parents are invited to hear 
about engineering and about 
UMR at "Rolla Night" at 8:15 
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 8, at the 
Engineer 's Club of St. Louis, 
4359 Lindell Blvd. 
what an engineering graduate 
needs to know and what con-
siderations enter into the 
decis ion of selecting an 
Missouri Miner 
engineering field . 
There will be a question and 
answer session. After the 
University of Missouri - Rolla 
meeting guest may visit in- ... "" .... ___________________________________ " 
formally with UMR alumni, 
The program will be on 
"What Will Tomorrow 's 
Engineers Need to Know? " 
There will be a short film 
feature, "Creating a Better 
World Through Engineering," 
and a panel discussion by four 
UMR engineering students. 
They will give their views on 
faculty and administrators on 
such things as admission, costs , 
scholarships and loans , 
housing , athletics a nd 
cooperative education. 
"Rolla Night" is held an-
nually at the Engineers ' Club to 
help acquaint St. Louis area 
students with UMR. 
Brice Ratchford, President of the University of 
Missouri Board of Curators, appeared at the 
Homecoming Bonfire last Friday night to lend his 
support to the Miner effort . 
Photo by Blanc 
3 Humanities Courses Added 
This spring the Humanities 
Department is offering two new 
courses and will be resuming a 
course the department has 
offered in the past. The courses 
are: Art 20, English 99 and 
Humanities 199. 
Art 20 or Design 1 will be 
offered on Tuesday afternoons 
and will be worth two credit 
hours. The class is open to all 
students and is a basic course. 
The size of the class is being 
limited to 15 students due to 
lack of space and the large 
amount of instructional time 
given to each student. The in-
structor will be Mr. John 
Koenig, who received his art 
training at Columbia Univer-
Benefits for 
Veterans 
VA has an nounced that 
continuously enrolled (Fall -
Sprin g-S umm er) veteran 
students receiving educational 
benefi ts may now elect to 
receive full benefits during 
semester breaks. This change 
was announced by UMR-VA 
personnel during the recent on-
campus information session. 
According to VA, no other 
changes in benefits are ex-
pected during the next year. 
Also of interest is the 
currently ava ilable Advance 
Pay option under which 
returning veteran students may 
have their first check mailed to 
the school for delivery during 
registration. 
Veteran students who wish to 
obtain further information on 
either of these options sould 
contact the UMR Registrat's 
Office (341-4161) of the VA 
Regional Office in St. Louis. 
sity, New York. Interested 
persons may obtain further 
information by contacting Mr. 
Koenig at 341-4360. 
English 99 or Science Fiction 
is a new 3-hour literature 
course. The students and in-
structor will discuss definitions 
of science fiction and fantasy, 
basic methods if fiction and how 
they apply to science fiction, 
characteristics of science 
fiction, and science fiction as a 
contemporary vehicle of the 
literature of ideas. 
Textbooks will include at 
least one anthology of short 
stories and six to eight novels. 
Authors such as H. G. Wells, 
Arthur C. Clarke, Ray Brad-
bury, Robert Heinlein , Kurt 
Vonnegut, and Samuel Delany 
will be represented. 
English 1 is a prerequisite for 
the course. 
Humanities 199 or Early 
Western Culture: Man, the 
Law, and the Churcb is an in-
terdisciplinary course that will 
integrate the art, history, 
literature and philosophy from 
the Greek, the Roman and the 
Medieval Periods . 
The course is structured to 
combine faculty from four 
disciplies : 
Dr. Wayne Cogell , Philsophy 
and course coordinator. 
Dr. Wayne Bledsoe, History. 
Dr. David Oakley, Music 
Dr. Patricia Patton, English. 
Lectures will be combined 
with a fine arts laboratory and 
student tutorials. 
Four hours of credit will be 
given for this course, which 
may be used to satisfy general 
humanities requirements or 
may be used as an elective. The 
course does not satisfy 
prerequisite requirements in 
any diSCipline. 
All questions about this 
course should be directed to Dr. 
Wayne Cogell, Room 220 H-SS, 
phone 341-4628. 
Tau Beta Pi Workday 
Tau Beta Pi, the national 
engineering honor society at 
UMR, wishes to announce plans 
for holding a workday on 
November 3rd. Letters have 
already been distributed to the 
faculty and a heavy response is 
antiCipated. 
On November 3rd, the 
initiates for the semester will 
provide the manpower to do any 
sort of various jobs. People will 
be ava ilable most of the day , 
starting at about 9:00 A.M . The 
payment is left up to the em-
ployer , with the workers gladly 
accepting whatever the person 
thinks the job is worth. 
This workday will draw to a 
close the "pledging" period of 
the initiates. The following 
Saturday, November 10th, will 
be the day of their initiation and 
banquet. Dr. Tom Beveridge 
will be the quest speaker at the 
Banquet, which starts at 6:30 
P.M. in the Centennial Hall. 
This is open to the public , and 
everyone is cordially invited to 
attend. Tau Beta Pi is again in 
need of strong facul ty par-
ticipation, especially among 
those facul ty that are members 
of Tau Beta Pi. The banquet is 
the highlight of the semester's 
activities; hopefully a large 
crowd will join Tau Beta Pi in 
honoring its new members. 
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Our Man Hoppe 
The Patricia Principle Unfolds 
The world is indebted to the " Brilliant! " cried Mr. Hot-
magazine Psychology Today for ' chkiss happily. "Of course, 
coming up with a new theorem we'll have to let you go. But it's 
which will undoubtEidly become been a pleasure knowing a 
known as "The Patricia per son as bright as you." 
PrinCiple. " " What I really ought to do," 
The basic premise of The Ms. Pine said to herself angrily, 
Patricia PrinCiple is that in this "is go to Denmark for a sex 
male-dominated society there is change operation. 
now absolutely no way for a " As a man, I would be lauded 
lady to reach the top. for my brilliance, applauded for 
To reach the top, of course, my combativeness and praised 
you have to show your male for my aggressiveness. I could 
superiors how bright you are. shaft that second executive 
This is very difficult for a lady assistant, undercut that first 
who isn't bright. But it ' s executive assistant , carve up 
downright impossible for a lady old Hotchkiss and climb over 
who is. their shattered careers to the 
The problem, writes the noted very top of the heap - to be 
psychologist Matina Honer, is praised by one and by all as the 
that a bright lady fears success very epitome of success." 
on the grounds that it "may But being very bright, Ms. 
mean to her that she is too Pine rejected the notion after 
aggressive to be 'feminine. '" So , only a moment's thought. In 
the brighter she is, the greater fact, it was she who first put The 
her desire to fail. Which is her Patricia Principle into words: 
problem. "Bright women are too bright 
But now tha t Psychology to descend to the level of men. " 
Today has let the cat out of the 
bag, the world knows . that 
bright ladies have a compulsion 
to fail. So henceforth , the bright 
lady, in order to keep proving to 
her male superiors how bright 
she is , is going to have to keep 
failing . Which makes it very 
difficult to get ahead. 
Take the case of Ms. 
Penelope Pine, Ms. Pine landed 
a job as · third executive 
assistant to Vice President 
M. C.P. Hotchkiss of 
Conglomerated Everything , 
Inc., because of her I.Q. of 178, 
her superb business acumen 
and the conglomerate needed a 
token female exe.cutive to hold 
the Women's Libbers at bay. 
At first , Ms. Pine performed 
her duties to perfection. She 
proved a whiz at Creative 
Corporate Thinking, Public 
Imagery Manufacturing and 
Cleaning Out the Coffee Pot. 
Her future seemed assured. 
Then Psychology Today hit the 
newsstands. 
Soon , she began to overhear 
snatches of conversation 
around the water cooler: ". . 
. never makes a mistake . .. " 
"Odd , I always thought she was 
rather bright. .. " 
Finally Mr. Hotchkiss called 
her in. "If it 's about that 
opening as second executive 
assis tant, " Ms. Pine said 
hopefully , " I think my work has 
proved . .. " 
"No , no , your work 's fine, " 
said Mr. Hotchkiss. "But I just 
wanted to let you know we're 
keeping you on anyway." 
Being very bright , Ms. Pine 
realized her plight and began 
making errors , culminating in 
her boiling the crucial 
Amalgamated Manganese 
contract in the coffee pot. 
RON'S SINCLAIR 





Blue Key And 
Monthly Miner 
Blue Key is again sponsoring 
the "Miner of the Month" 
award this semester. A great 
deal of success was had last 
year , and hopefully the award 
will be expanded this semester. 
An application form will be 
sent to the president . of each 
organization near the end of 
each month. The organization 
will then nominate an individual 
and state their reasons for doing 
so. The forms are then returned 
to the Blue Key mailbox in the 
Student Union by the specified 
date . The nomination is open to 
all members - male , female or 
faculty advisor. It is sincerely 
hoped that all organizations will 
take an active role in this 
program. 
Blue Key also will initiate a 
new program , a "Miner of the 
Year" award. This will involve 
a separate nomination process 
. at the end of the year , and it will 
be open to everyone - even 
those not involved in one of the 
monthly awards . This will give 
those who made a consistent 
contribution to an organization 
throughout the year an op-
portunity to be honored. 
An yone ha ving questions 
concerning either award should 
contact Marvin Borgmeyer at 
364-9980. 
MISSOURI MINER WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1973 
Sensored 
By ANDERSON AND ELVEN 
Cracked mirror .. .. . As we reflect back on yet another UMR 
Homecoming, our minds are filled with many things (besides a 
hangover) . First, the way that Miners can have a good time more 
consistently for an extended period of time has to outdo any other 
college campus in the universe. l'ime and time again the 
frivolities of a Rolla Party Weekend have proven themselves 
unparalled across the country, and this weekend was no ex-
ception. Second, if you read last week's colwnn we were 
digressing on the woes of the UMR coed as a queen candidate, and 
speculating on whether UMR would pass the point where they 
have to import girls to satisfy all the guys. Well, we have no kind 
words left for the poor coeds, because we heard that some of our 
campus lovelies actually had the nerve to import GUYS for the 
weekend. So the image of the campus is ever changing, right? In 
conclusion: an ode to Homecoming Party Weekend: 
He is not drunk who,f rom -the floor, 
Can rise again and drink some more. 
But he IS drunk who prostrate lies 
And cannot drink and cannot rise. 
-anonymous 
Quote of the Week ..... From a recent UMR Faculty Digest, 
" Please advise the appropriate faculty member if you become 
aware of a freshman who is not successfully adjusting to UMR." 
So who ever does? 
Horny, horny, horny ..... Each and every year there are times 
when men band together and participate in a ritual that women, 
although not barred, are discouraged from attending. It seems 
that this strange ritual occurs usually in the week prior to a party 
weekend. such as Homecoming. If you watch enough you see the 
signs: furtive glances, downcast eyes, and hushed tones rising to 
unparalled glee. To the experienced watcher the signs are quite 
clear. About Wednesday or Thursday the gatherings take place in 
dimly lit halls, houses and clubs. Under the cover of darkness they 
come by 2's and·3's mainly, but oft times alone. These who come 
alone are the ones to watch the cloest. They enter, "check" their 
coats, and find a seat; not too close but definitely not too far away 
either. The tone of the entire room is subdued, but as the tongues 
begin to loosen (whether from spirits or spirit is hard to deter-
mine) they joke and comment in ways that would make sense to 
no one else. They have now entered that level of mind where even 
the most innoicent of remarks is deliberately twisted into a 
warped and oscene meaning. If it's cold then a person wears a 
coat; innocent enough, but it still draws glances of wonder from 
the assembled males. At last the leader enters, the man that 
everyone looks up · to. He's the guy that will make the evening 
happen. Through his fingers pass some of the world's most 
beautiful scenery. He is the projectionist. The first scene is 
greeted by hysterical shouts of gratitude and encouragement. But 
soon·everyone is engrossed in the action and the crowd falls silent. 
All are leaning forward with that desperate air of casual eager-
ness. On and on it goes till finally they emerge; eager, ready, 
willing to launch themselves at anyone in a fit of tormented 
. anguish. The ritual repeats. And then, the stag flicks are over. 
Memo to Aux. Ent. ..... We heard from a few of your employes 
that after Mr. Musick read our story a while back about himself 
and the Red Cross that he was so mad that he told his snack bar 
workers to cut back on the number of french fries given to 
students and use a smaller size scoop for serving juicy burgers . 
That couldn't be true, could it Aux. Ent.? 
Credits .... . Homecoming appers out offocus, still ..... We made an 
appearance at the stag flicks solely out of our duty as reporters 
.... . Aux. Ent. apperas in this column so often because we love 
them so much .. ... Got a minute? Why don't you apply to be 
UMR's new chancellor. You're probably as qualified as anyone 
Ratchford 's Search Committee will find ..... KMNR appears to be 
heading for a sign-on next week, cause they finally got their 
transmitter from Gates (a dirty word on this campus) .. .. . that's 
all. 
Take the hitch out of hiking 
with Colorado Climbers 
by 
-'-km.1h~ 
If you're ready for the open road, 
you're ready for Thorn MeAn'S 
Colorado Climbers. When the going is 
as important as getting there, go in 
comfort, and in style . Colorado 
Cli m bers have lightweight suede 
glove soft leather uppers 
with hefty, r ugged , long 
wearing so les a nd work 
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FAMIL V SHOE STORE 
701 Pine Street 10 per cent off Reg . Price to all Stude nts 
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Letters To The Editor Thousands of Topics $2.75 per page 
October 17,1973 
5 Lynn Whitson 
Rolla, Mo. 65401 
To the editor: 
styrofoam thimble full of chili-
while for 50 cents one may have 
the same basic quantity of chili 
ladled over a hot-dog and bun-
which means that either the dog 
and burn are worth only 5 cents,. 
, or that the styrofoam bowl has 
It has long been our intention some mysterious value other 
to bring before our fellow than adding to the already 
students the incredibly significant quantity of trash 
dilapidated state to which the produced by the "totally 
student services here at UMR disposable" concept currently 
have sunken under the inept . practiced in the old Union. 
Having already belabored our 
point , let us summarize with the 
following list of what we feel to 
be the main problems: 
'1) There is no need to please 
the student because there is no 
place where complaints are 
acted upon. 
guidance of the bureaucratic 
racket so glibly termed 
"Auxiliary Enterprises. " The 
lack of consideration which has 
of late become the hallmark of 
"servicers" at the Student Union 
was epitomized by the recent 
incident with the Red Cross. 
Such a response on the part of 
the narrow-minded officialdom 
of AE was suprising, but not 2) Since there is no n~d to 
necessarily unexpected. when please the student, there IS for 
considered in light . of the the most part no effort made to 
following : do so. 
With several times the space 3) There is a failure on the 
and more than double the part of AE to recognize that the 
facilities, AE now manages to function of the Student Union is 
serve only 80 per cent as many to be a service , not a 
students as they did two years harassment. 
ago with a marked reduction in 
efficien.cy. In all fairness 4) AE has an "assured" 
however , it must be kept i~ clientele due to its ad-
mind that such a performance vantageous location on campus , 
has been produced with the and it therefore is not burdened 
handicap of several additional with the usual business need to 
administrators who may often be responsive to patron needs. 
be seen idly strolling about the Interestingly enough , AE 
Union. : operates on the UMR campus in 
a facility being paid for by UMR 
students out of their own 
pockets. 
In conclusion, ·we cannot 
blame poor ' service on 
inadequate facilities, since the 
facilities are all new or recently 
remodeled; we cannot blame 
inefficiency on the "front-line" 
employes, since they must work 
within the confines of the rules 
set forth by the AE ad-
ministrators; we cannot blame 
unreasonable prices on in-
flation , since many privately-
owned eating establishments in 
Rolla serve better food for 
lower prices (and they MUST be 
making a profit! ); none of these 
seems to be the primary 
problem. We suspect that the 
primary problem is the un-
thinking attitude of the present 
AE administrators which 
ignores the individuality of the 
student. The student is 
regarded as a "consumer" 
rather than as a valued 
customer. Perhaps there is too 
much dead weight in the upper 
echelons of AE administration. 
We wonder if these challenges 
will be adequately answered by 
AE? Surely the MINER will be 
more than happy to provide 
them with the space to do so. 
Sincerely yours, 
John F . Peters 
James R. Schneider 
Next consider the efficient ,.----------------------. 
9rederic's @olol1ial 1Jillage 
TAVERN OPEN 10 am to 1 am 
Frosted mtlgs-Coldest Beer in Town-Sandwiches 
Steak-Shrimp-Chicken-Served In Frederics Restaurant . . . 
new check cashing system, 
purportedly instated for the 
purpose of eliminating lengthly 
delays at the cash register. On'e 
can only point out that such 
delays are minimal when 
compared to the delays en-
countered when trying to be 
served with the present system. 
But for the efforts at the counter' 
emflloyes (who seem . to be, 
among the few persons now 
actually working productively 364·1503 
in the Union ) operations would ~:;;;;:;::;:;::;::;;:;:::::::::::~ 
Hwy 63 & Cedar Rolla, Mo. 
approach a complete standstill. I 
Perhaps the experience of the 
form er administrators and the 
longer term employes-many of 
whom are still on campus and 
even in the Union-should be 
utilized to rectify the deplorable 
conditions we now have. As a 
suggestion , checks might be 
accepted for the exact amount 
of purchase at the registers 
(with a valid student 10) to 
avoid the problems of running 
short of cash at the candy 
counter as well as swamping it 
during mealtimes. 
To depart from such in-
. tangibles as individual student 
dignity , consider a topic of more 
concern to the average Miner-
PRICES ! Considering the fact 
tha t a cheeseburger costs 40 
cents, and a 'grilled cheese 35 
cents, one is tempted to con-
clude that the "hamburger 
patty" in the hamburger is only 
worth a nickel- and that the 
bun costs 30 cents ! Or take the 
great chili-dog paradox: for 45 









\ $1 88 
364-6979 
Rolla Volkswagen 
Old Hiway 66 East 
At Northwye 
364-5178 
"Always A Fine Selection 
Of New & Used Cars" 
Merideth Motors 
&>.. Sl Roberts, Mo. ~ 
~ 336-3416 V:IJI 
OCT. 22, 1973 
TO THE EDITOR: 
Send for your up·to·date, '160'page, 
mail order ca tal og. Enclose $1.00 
to cover postage Idelivery time is 
1 to 2 days). 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE t!2 
I am a first year graduate LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
student at UMR. I also received 12 131 477-8474 or 477·5493 
my undergraduate degree here. Our ::::::g~ ~~~~~~~lc ~S ;~II: for 
During the last four and one half ,-_",;,~,;,;,,';';';'~~;;;";'':'''....J 
years I have periodically read their conscience and religious 
the MISSOURI MINER, and I convictions. That's just one 
think it is about time I ex- indication of the warped sense 
pressed my opinion ot it. of justice that prevails today. It 
Within the pages of the is considered unethical to 
MINER I have been confronted mention God in public, for fear 
with continual profanity , ob- of offending someone. Yet on 
scenities of various discrip- this campus, in the classroom 
tions , highly suggestive ad- and out ,I hear the name of my 
vertizing for birth control , and Savior constantly dragged 
adds for all the local bars. through the dirt. That's not a 
That's by no means a deta iled plea for sympathy , it is not the 
list of grievances, but it should expression of a persecution 
give you a general idea of what complex. It is an assertion that 
I'm objecting to. I am told that the decent mind is insulted and 
the MINER represents the disgusted by modern values and 
UMR student body. If that be morality, including those 
true , then our school, and for presented in the MINER. 
that matter our generation (for In closing I would remind you 
UMR is not that different) is in that at least a small percentage 
sad shape indeed. of the students on this campus 
Perhaps the most annoying do not think of getting drunk as 
thing about the MINER is that I the ultimate experience. There 
am forced to support it finan- are a few young men who do not 
cially. You can be sure that in think of every girl they meet as 
this country an atheist would a potential bed-mate. If the 
not be required to support a MINER is going to make any 
publication that asserted the pretense of representing the 
existence of God. Yet on this whole student body, the staff 
campus many students are would do well to keep that in 
required to support a mind. It obviously has not to 
publication that expresses date . 
opinions which violate both Robert Laramore 
PAGE 6 MISSOURI MINER 
sports 
Miners Saddle Mules With 
24·14 Homecoming Defeat 
Rick LaFollette showed he 's 
probably the best second string 
quarterback in the college 
ranks Saturday as he rallied the 
Miners to a 24-14 win over 
Central Missouri State. It was a 
great game for the alumni and 
visitors as will as students, and 
a "had to win" affair for UMR. 
This victory puts the Miners at 
1-2-0 in MIAA action. 
LaFolle tte came out 
throwing , after freshman 
quarterback Greg Haug was 
injured in the third quarter. 
Haug had another good per-
formance in the first half 
though he had two passes in~ 
tercepted. Under heavy rushing 
and not a great amount of help 
ground-wise, he kept the Miners 
in the contest 14-10; Mules ' 
favor until receiving a mild 
concussion from a hard tackle. 
Rick then came in to save the 
day. The old combination of 
LaFollette LeGrand worked 
like a cha-rm as the two con-
nected on several ong passes to 
quickly give the Miners a 17-14 
Continued on Page 7 
The Miners defeated the CMS Mules in Saturday's Homecoming football game. 
The 24-14 victory raised the Miner's conference record to 1-2-0. 
Harriers Routed by Bears; 
Prepare for Conference Meet 
The Miners finished their Jensen, John Herman and Don the season which has had it ups 
season of dual meets last Marlen who finished thirteenth and downs. With a young squad, 
Saturday with a 15-50 loss to the through fifteenth. four freshmen and three 
Southwest Missouri State The Miners finished their juniors, the Miners are hopeful 
Bears. In the meet dominated season with a 6-2 record which of one of the fine performances 
by the Bears, the Miners gives them one of the few of which they have showed that 
showed the effects of a hard winning seasons ever. Despite they are capable of. With an 
season. Southwest captured the Saturdays trouncing by the outstanding performance by 
first nine places with Ken Bears, Coach Algood was very everyone on the team the 
Norton taking first place honors optimistic about the Miners Miners could surprise many 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1973 
UMR Second In 
Water Polo Tourney 
The University of Missouri-
Rolla waterpolo team took 
second place in the just com-
pleted Missouri College 
Waterpolo championship. The 
meet was held this past 
Saturday at Cape Girardeau, 
with the home-team Indians 
capturing the top spot. 
The Miners drew a first round 
bye, and then reached the 
championship game by virtue of 
their win over the University of 
Missouri-St. Louis. The final 
score was 16-12. The game was 
marked by an unbelievable 
total of 85 fouls - with 7 
Rivermen and 5 Miners fouling 
out. And although the officiating 
was obviously very picky, it was 
the same to each side. As it 
turned out, this hurt UMSL 
more than it did UMR as the 
game was tied after regulation 
play. But in the overtime the 
Miners dominated and pulled 
out the victory. It finally boiled 
down the fact that the Rivermen 
fouled out more key people than 
the Miners did. 
Cape had a scare in its semi-
final game, as it barely got by 
Meramec Community college 
14-12 in overtime. Meramec ws 
really dejected after the game 
as it had two goals called back 
during regulation time. 
Thus the Miners went at the 
Indians in the championship. · 
Two very even teams played a 
very good game; the bad part 
was that the Miners were on the 
short end of a 9-7 score. The 
Miners gave a very good, solid 
team effort; Cape just hap-
pened to do a little bIt better. 
This marked the third 
meeting of these two teams this 
year, and all three times Cape 
has come out n top - the other 
two times winning by three 
goals. This also marked the 
final game of the waterpolo 
season for the Miners , who 
finish with a 6-6 mark. Even 
though this doesn't sound like 
the record of a powerhouse 
team , there has been great 
improvement over last year. 
For instance, the Miners 
finished fourth out of five in last 
year's. Missouri Cham-
pionships ; this year they were 
second out of six. The com-
petition was also much tougher 
this year. The losses were three 
to Cape, two to SIU and one to 
UMSL - all three schools 
having very good teams . When 
one puts the Miners and 
Meramec in with these teams, 
one really has some great 
talent. As noted above, there 
were several overtimes in the 
championship meet, indicating 
that there are several very fine 
teams in Missouri. And 
although injuries hurt the 
Miners, especially at the end of 
the season, they still felt they 
had a good season. They im-
prove quite a bit, but so did 
everyone else. 
The Miners are proud of ttheir 
showing this season, and now 
look forward to the swimming 
season, the intra squad meet 
comes up on November 15th , 
with the first actual meet on 
December 1st. 
with a time of 25:29. Bill Maples hopes in Saturdays confrence people at the confrence meet. 
lead the Miners contingent meetatWarensburg.Southwest ------------------------:-. 
taking tenth place in a time of appears to be the dominate IF III II C I I 
27:22. David Craycraft and team in Saturdays meet, with I a . . . n · Ii I 
Mike Schepflin finished No rth east, Nort h west I 
eleventh and twelfth with times Southeast, and Central battling I 
of 28:34 and 28:59. Other mmers for the next four places . I I 
running Saturday were Lance Saturdays meet will conclud~ Contest entry must be taken to . Sponsored by Kenmarks 
.. ---------------, I Kenmark'sbeforenoonSaturday.In I 
I SEE I case o~ a tie the win?er wi!' be WI N $10 GIFT CERTIFICATE I I determmed by a drawmg. Wmner I THE SUMMIT I I ;~i!'~eI~~~~ncedinthpRrDICTeSCORE Last Weeks W~"~ve Barry MRHA I 
I CALCULATOR I I Cent. Mo. State Lincol . I 
I I I Colorado Nebra I 
I Decimal, Memory, I I Dartmouth Yal I 
I Square Root, etc. I I UMR Wash . Univ I 
I $ 5 II N.W. Mo. State S.E. Mo. State I 
I 99 9 I I N.E. Mo. State SW. Mo Sta I 
I I Nam I 
I CAMPUS BOOK STORE I I Address or Phone I 1 _______________ JLKJ~~~L~t~~~~~~~-~!~~ 
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Miners Record First 
Conference Victory 
Continued from Page 6 
lead. UMR was in complete the scoflng 01 the first half. 
MISSOUR I MI NE R 
Miner Ruggers Edge eMS; 
Boost Season Record to 4-1 
PAGE 7 
control of things during the Mike Keeler was the leading As the UM.R R,ugby Club The game was a standstill 
fourth quarter , and , after rusher of the afternoon with 89 downed Central Missouri State, until 'midway in the second half 
scor ing a nother touchdown , yards. Another runner , fullback 10-7, they moved their season UMR moved the ball down the 
were threatening again when Mike Joshua , .is one of the top record to 4-1. Good hustle gave field . With the Miners forcing 
the clock ran out. ground gainers in the MIAA trus Grana and Scola their scores in the ball across the goal line, 
Mike Hobick, who replaced season with a 5.5 yard-per-earry the hard fought ·game. . DomiJlic Grana got it down on 
In the secona team game, 
UMR lost 6-4 as Tom Aykers 
went oyer for a score on the side 
of the end zone, but the kick was 
short. Warrensburg broke one 
loose and had an easy con-
version kick to go ahead 6-4 and 
win. Both second teams were 
young,' but showed good hustle 
injured David Wisch, showed average. His performance in With a wet , field from oc- ,the ground for the score, and 
everyone tbat there's· more than Saturday's contest didn't hurt cassional rain , ba,1I control was . Bill , Zaner kicked the con-
one freshinan around· here who that average, Joshua figured in hard so it turned into a scrum version to make the score 10-3: 
has a great future in football . several key plays for the Miners coverage cori~est. ~either team In the last l\llo' minutes CMS, 
Besides completing every extra· . and showed some great second was able to control the play of forced the ball down to Rolla's 
point attempt after the tIu'e.e ·effort. running. the game or brea/l the 10Jlg one goal line and over for a score, 
Miner touchdoWns be Dooted a Next weekend, UMR travels as both teal)l~ .s.hpwe,d excellent · but the conversiol,1 ~I\S wide and 
40 yard-plus field 'goal against · to Washington University in a effort on defenlle . . -, ,. Rolla held Qn to. ij. 10,7 win. 
and desire. . : 
This weekend the Ruggers 
play UMC at Columbia" 
Saturday at 10: 00 a .m. on the 
Reactor field just south , of 
Faragot Field. ,the wind. continuation of the traditional In the first five minutes .oi .the 
After LaFollette led the rivalry ~tw~n the ~o sc~ools . game, Ril,!k : ~ola . covere,d 'rus , 
Miners oQ'al)other scoring_drjve . ,9,!,!<;h Bud . Me:cler po~ted ,own kic!t apd . sljppe.d into .the 
to deep within Mule territory, a out ,.that ~s rivalry . IS .a side of the en<4one. Th~ kick 
. halfba!:kpassfTom Bobby Ajhar ~oml}what unique one, smce It was short for the conversion 
.' to' RoCJheV~Grand gave ·them 'nv~lves. two of ~e best ~hools; but Rolla still led, 4-0. Both 
' another . touchdown. It was a academically, m the midwest. teams battled up and down for' 
perfectly executed play and had Was.hinglon .University has an the rest of the half until with two 
CMS fooled all the way. especially , strong . team trus minutes left , Warrensburg 
Merle Dillow had another year, so If youre gomg to be m received a penalty kick on the 20 
excellent afternoon at tight end, st. LoUiS over the week~nd try which they c;onverted for three 
being a fa vorite target of togo to the game ~nd give the points. This made it 4-3, Rolla, 
Haug's and a. major factor in Mmers some yelhng support. a t the half. 
Lindenwood Rallies to 
Down Soccer Club, 2-1 
The weather was rotten but 
the soccer was great as UMR 
and Lindenwood battled it out 
here last Sunday . The Miners 
open first blood when forward 
Mike Lampe pounded one into 
the nets midway through the 
first half Lindenwooa came aaCi{ , 
with two quick goals to make the 
score 2-1 at half time. The second 
half was a defensive battle for 
Rolla . The wind was stiff and 
against the Miners in the second 
half. Goalie Mark Miller kept 
Rolla alive with great saves an'd 
Lindenwoodhad 8corner kicks in 
the second half. The Lindenwood 
defense took no chances, with a 
onegoalleadthey played safe and 
held on to win. 
This Friday the Miner kickers 
will represent UMR in one of the 
largest college tournaments in 
the nation. The event is in 
Springfield, Missouri , at the 
Evangel Tournament. Eight 
schools are entered including a 
team from Southern Cal. 
NOTICE 
Attention - Students - Student Wives ! 
Nov . 3rd - 10a.m. - 2:00 p.m . 
THRIFT SHOP - 210 W. 16th . Bldg. 22 
(Operated by UMR Coterie) 
(as a service project) 
Men's, women, children's clothing, some small ap-
pliances - rock bottom prices! paperbacks and 
magazines (free!) 
Open the first Saturday of each month 
(In December - Specia I Christmas Present Section) 
All items donated, so supply sometimes limited 
~ 
MEN!-WOME N! 
JOBS ON SHI P S! No ex, 
perience required . Excellent 
pa y. Worldwide trave l. Perfect 
summ er job or career. Send 
$3.00 for information . 
SEAFAX, De pt. 0-3 P .O. Box 
2049, Port Ang eles, Washington 
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DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD 
~A lPe~.ls;BA 
Dining Room - Orders to go Open Diiily 11 a.m. 
Hwy. 63 So. Rolla, MOo 364-1971 Closed Monday 
See Us For Your Reservations 
RUS_TIC MOTEL 
ELEClR~c"ffE1T UN IJ~R CONDITIONING 
HWV . 63 SOUTH' MARVIN L. JONES 
ROLLA. MISSOU RI MANAGER 
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BUCKHO RN 12 oz. cans 
SCHLITZ MALT 8 oz. cans 
OLD MILWAUKEE quarts 
sr 
88~ 
HAMM'S 12 oz. cans $438 case 
WHILE THEY LAST 
509 
FREE PARKING IN REAR 
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Tech Club Wins 
1M Cro'ss Country 
Eighteen games were played 
in Intramural basketball action 
last week. In League One, 
Wesley defeated Alpha Phi 
Alpha 40-27, Kappa Sig trounced 
BSU 39-16, and Pi Kappa Alpha 
squeaked by Alpha Phi Alpha 
27-24. 
Action was heavy in League 
Two, with five games being 
played . Beta Sigma Psi was a 
double winner as they defeated 
Delta Sigma Phi by a score of 
29-18, and Liahona by a score of 
44-16. In other action in League 
Two, Sigma Tau Gamma edged 
Engineers 35-34, TKE trounced 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 56-33, and 
International beat Delta Sigma 
Phi 30-24. 
Acacia won two games in 
League. Three last week. They 
defeated Theta Xi 31-26, and 
Newman 43-17. Other action 
saw Tech Club crush Alpha 
Epsilon pi till-it;, l-ampus wip 
Phi Kappa Theta 64-32, and GDI 
outscore Theta Xi 52-42. 
In League Four, Sig Nu 
squeaked by Delta Tau Delta 29-
28, and they also defeated 
Lambda Chi Alpha by a score of 
41-38. In the only other action in 
League Four, MRHA edged 
Sigma Pi 37-36. 
In worn ens action, Wesley 
defeated Zeta Tau Alpha 17-10, 
and WRHA defeated Kappa 
Delta 28-10. 
In the Cross Country meet 
that was held last week, the 
winner was Hawthorne from 
Campus Club, with Scherer fom 
Sigma Phi Epsilon the renner-
up. The Winning team was 
Kieffer and Ziegler from Tech 
Club, followed by Mudd and 
Scherer from Sigma Phi 
Epsion . The winning 
organization was Tech Club. 
Tom Tanner of UMR prepares to get off a pass to Jeff 
Schumacher (leftl. the Miners los t to lindenwood 
College , 2-1. 
TO 5 0-
Betler than SAE discount 
Auto Parts & Acc. Speed Equip. 
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY 
513 Hiway 63S Rolla Mo. 364-5252 










CHECK OUR PRICES 
FIRST, ALMOST 
ANYTHING PRINTED 
IN 60 SECONDS 
364·5495 
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Harmon Highlights 
This might be the week that 
Penn State finally runs into a 
little trouble. The 5th-ranked 
Nittany Lions have been 
breezing through their 1973 
schedule hardly stopping - or 
needing - to breathe. However, 
the vastly improved Maryland 
Terps have been just on the 
fringes of our top twenty all fall, 
and they should give State a 
busy afternoon. Upset is 
possible, not too probable: Penn 
State will win by 13 points . 
And Ohio State and Michigan 
will continue to blow their op-
posi tion off the field. The 
Buckeyes pounded Indiana a 
couple of weeks ago . . this 
week, it 's Michigan 's turn to do 
the same. The Hoosiers will be 
buried by 32 points by the 
Wolverines. Ohio State will top 
Illinois by 25. Ohio State is rated 
second, Michigan, fourth. 
seven weeks of the season. It 
seems to become more of a task 
each year bringing all the 
scores up to date. Our over-all 
average has crept just over the 
75 per-cent mark. Of 1308 
games, we have picked 986 
correctly for a .753 average. 
With the major colleges, our 
percentage is almost 75 per-cent 
on the nose, but it 's in the small 
college division in the East 
where we're doing our best 
picking just under 79 per, 
cent. 
V.C.L.A. The Bruins, no. 6, will 
be much too strong . . U.C.L.A. 
by about 46 points. 
Houston ran into a Tiger and 
was upset by Auburn last week. 
The Cougars are in the number 
18 spot in our ratings. Another 
independent, Florida State, is 
the opposition, and Houston 
should go back to winning. The 
Seminoles are 24-point un-
derdogs . . 
And once again the Big 8 
Conference is the battle-ground 
for no less than four major 
contests . Number One ranked 
Oklahoma meets Iowa State .. 
lOth-rated Missouri plays 
Kansas State . . Oklahoma 
State, no. 6, battles Kansas, no. 
19 . . and nos.ll and 14, 
Nebraska and Colorado tangle. 
The winners : Oklahoma by 32 .. 
Missouri by 17 .. Oklahoma 
State by seven . . and Nebraska 
by 7. That should at least 
straighten out a few of the 
conference problems for the 
moment! 
It's about time we turned to a 
run-down of our winning and 
losing average for the first 
Notre Dame and Southern 
California both get some relief 
after their nationally 
spotlighted meeting last 
Saturday. The Irish, rated 7th, 
will beat Navy by 23 points , and 
the 9th-ranked Trojans will go 
back to Pacific 8 Conference 
warfare, tangling with the 
Bears of California. Southern 
Cal is favored by 25 points. Also 
on the West Coast, Washington 
gets a dubious crack at 







Air Force 26 
Alabama 42 
Arizona 56 
Arizona State 35 
Auburn 20 
Baylor 24 






East Carolina 21 
FUrman 27 




Kent State 29 
Lehigh 27 
L.S. U. 23 
Louisiana Tech 27 
Memphi s State 24 
**Miami , Fla . 24 
Miami (Ohio) 31 
Michigan 40 
Minnesota 27 
Missouri . 23 
Nebraska 20 
New Mexico 23 
New Mexico State 22 
North Ca ro lina 28 
North Caroli na State 24 
Northern Illinois 23 
Notre Dame 30 
Ohio State 38 
Oklahoma 38 
Oklahoma State 17 
Oregon 28 
PaCific 45 
Penn State 27 




Rutge rs 22 
San Diego State 27 
Southern California 31 
Southern Illinois 23 




Texas A & M 24 





V.M. 1. 20 
Wichi ta 20 
Wisconsin 20 





















































COnnect ic ut 


















































































Other Games - South and Southwest 
Abilene Christian 33 
Appalachian 25 
Arkansas State 14 
Carson-Newman 40 
East Tennessee 22 
East Texas 21 
Eastern Kentucky 20 
Elon 35 
Emory & Henry 19 
Glenvi ll e 39 
~:~Je~~~~SYdney ~~ 
Howard Payne 20 
Jacksonville 20 
Livi ngston 26 
McNeese 17 
Millsaps 16 
Mississippi College 24 
Murray 21 




SE louisiana 23 
Southern State 14 
Southwestern, Tenn. 20 
Ten nessee State 30 
Texas A & I 24 
Texas lutheran 27 
Tarleton 
Fl ore nce 
Illinois State 
Gu i l ford 
Morehead 
Sui Ross 









































































26 Florida A & M 
45 Middle Tennessee 
21 Catawba 
Other Games - East 
Alfred 21 Kings Point 14 
Amherst 34 Tufts 0 
Boston U 23 Northeastern 21 
Bridgeport 27 Southern Connecticut 16 
Bucknell 21 Maine 13 
Carnegie-Mellon 27 Washington & Jeff'son 7 
Central Connecticut 17 American Int'l 7 
Clarion 30 Shippensburg 7 
Coast Guard 19 Trin ity 6 
Delaware Valley 20 Susquehanna 17 
Dicki nson 24 U rs i nus 12 
East Stroudsburg 23 Cortland 14 
Franklin & Marshall 18 Moravian 7 
Hofstra 20 Delaware Sta te 15 
Indiana U 26 California State 7 
Ithaca Zl C W Post 17 
Johns Hopkins 28 Swarthmore 0 
Lycoming 19 Upsala 14 
Massachu setts 21 Vermont 7 
Middlebu ry 23 Norwich 7 
Mi llersville 28 Cheyney 8 
Montclair 34 Trenton 6 
New Hampshire 17 Rhode Island 14 
Rochester 21 St Lawrence 16 
Slippery Rock 40 Lock Haven 6 
Wagner 21 Springfield 20 
West Chester 24 Hillsdale 22 
Wi lli ams 21 Union 6 
Worcester Tech 34 R.P.I. 14 
Otlter Games - Midwest 
Akron 24 Indiana State 20 
Alma 23 Adrian 12 
Baldwin-Wallace 34 Mt. Union 7 
Southwestern, Kan. 0 
Upper Iowa 7 
Bethany, Kan. 20 
Buena Vista 26 
Central Methodist 27 College of Em poria 6 
Central Oklahoma 20 SE Oklahoma 14 
Defiance 21 Obio Northern 6 
Wayne, Mich . 15 
Central Michigan 17 
Omaha 20 
Butler 16 
Eastern Illinois 20 
Eastern Michigan 20 
Emporia State 25 
Evansvill e 21 
Southern Colorado 13 
Georgetown 7 
Fort Hays 17 
Frankli n 23 
Midland 6 
Hiram 17 
Hasti ngs 15 
John Carroll 22 
Kalamazoo 18 Albion 14 
Linco ln 20 Central Missouri 10 
Marietta 27 Anderson 7 
Millikin 27 North Central 0 
Missouri Valley 33 Graceland 13 
Ohio Wesleyan 6 
Youngstown 7 
Muskingum 22 
North Dakota State 38 
Northland 28 Bethel, Mi nn. 12 
SW Missouri 17 SE Missouri 20 
Northwood 30 Gra nd Valley 14 
Oberlin 13 Case Western 7 
Rolla 23 Washington, Mo. 22 
SW Missouri 17 NE Missouri 16 
SW Oklahoma 17 NW Oklahoma 6 
Taylor 22 Findlay 7 
Valparaiso 24 DePauw 19 
Wabash 23 Centre 13 
Wayne, Neb. 30 Iowa Wesleya n 12 
William Jewel l 38 Baker 0 
Wittenberg 21 Heidelberg 10 
Other Games - Far West 
Cal Poly (SLO.) 40 
Central Washington 23 
Chico State 21 
Colorado Col lege 38 
Colorado Western 31 
Davis 20 
Eastern Oregon 27 
Fulle rton 17 
Hawaii 45 
Idaho State 35 
LaVerne 20 
Lewis & Clark 20 
Montana State 33 
Nevada (Las Vegas) 30 
Northern Colorado 22 
Pacific Lu theran 24 
Puget Sound 42 
San Francisco 25 
Southern Oregon 19 
Wh ittier 24 
Haywa rd 7 
College o f Oregon 20 
Cal Poly (Pomona) 14 
Kansas Wesleyan 6 
COlo rado Mines 7 
Humboldt 7 
Oregon Tech ' 6 
Riverside 14 
Nor:thridge 6 
Portland Sta te 0 
Red lands 17 
Pacific U 13 
Northern Arizona 14 
Santa Clara 13 




Western Washington 7 
Pomona 6 
